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Author Bio: 
Bette Talvacchia is an art historian and writer. She is  
Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor Emerita of Art 
History at the University of Connecticut. Her research  
has been supported by fellowships from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, the National Gallery's 
CASVA, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Institute  
for Advanced Study at Princeton, and several 
appointments at Harvard's Villa I Tatti. She has written  
and edited numerous books, including Raphael (Phaidon 
Press, 2007), Sexuality in the Renaissance (1450-1650) 
(Berg Publishers, 2011) and Taking Positions: On the  
Erotic in Renaissance Culture (Princeton University Press, 
1999). 

The Two Michelangelos

By Talvacchia Bette 

Through historical coincidence that almost takes on a 
mythical character, 'Michelangelo' was the given name not 
only of the Florentine sculptor, but also of the painter who 
grew up in Caravaggio, a provincial town in Lombardy, 
about 25 miles east of Milan.  

Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, commonly called by 
reference to his hometown, produced revolutionary 
paintings whose impact was as great - at the beginning of 
the 1600s - as the other Michelangelo's art had been a 
century earlier.      

In this book, author Bette Talvacchia explores the 
significant, but little-discussed, connection between the 
'two Michelangelos'. She exposes the dynamic relationship 
between their work through looking at the ways in which 
Caravaggio creatively responded to the art of his namesake 
from the start of his youthful arrival in Rome.  

In addition, she suggests how Michelangelo's 
overwhelming achievement was a model that helped to 
drive the young Caravaggio's powerful ambition and shape 
his identity as an artist. With lucid and intelligent prose, 
this fascinating book sheds light on the similar 'artistic 
temperament' constructed in the biographies of each artist 
- glorifying their rebellious, anti-social behaviour and
uncompromising artistic principles - examined both in its
historical and contemporary configurations. Why does our
culture find these two artists so compelling, and how were
they seen in their time and in the intervening centuries
until our own day?

Linking the past to the present, Talvacchia encourages 
readers to appreciate more fully the individual works 
discussed, and to reflect upon the continuing relevance of 
these two artists to the culture of the present day. 

AUD RRP: $116.00 ISBN-13: 9781848224490 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 250 X 190 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 160 
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Author Bio: 
Karakusevic Carson are award-winning specialists at the 
forefront pf a new era public housing design and major 
public projects across London and the UK. 

Public Housing Works
Karakusevic Carson Architects 

By Karakusevic Paul 

In response to a severe housing shortages and high prices 
making homes unaffordable to many, architects are once 
again re-engaging with the public housing sector. Today 
local authorities are taking back control, and with 
residents, prioritising high quality design to deliver some of 
the best new homes in the UK.  

Public Housing Works presents a monograph about the 
projects and processes behind one of the UK's leading 
public housing practices, Karakusevic Carson Architects.    

Featuring the practice's major built projects and those in 
development, Public Housing Works captures a moment in 
housing history. It tells the story of an incredible period of 
change across a 20 year period, weaving together the 
major shifts in design, place making and policy that has 
shaped public-led architecture.  

Not only does Public Housing Works reveal the people and 
process of the studio known for working closely with 
council residents and charts its culture of housing 
innovation, learning and speculates where it may head in 
the next decade.     

The book analyses 16 projects of varying sizes and scope, 
following their design and construction from 
neighbourhood scale to urban block to street and 
individual buildings and homes.  

Each section of the book includes dedicated essays on the 
specific scale featured. Each of the projects can be 
followed clearly as they are analysed in the scale sections. 
The book also includes historical timeline of public housing, 
London public housing project location map and a reading 
list. 

AUD RRP: $116.00 ISBN-13: 9781848223967 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 260 X 210 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 272 
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The Women who Shaped Modern Art in 
Britain

By Scott James 

The Women Behind Modern Art in Britain tells the stories 
of determined women like Helen Sutherland, Margaret 
Gardiner, Myfanwy Piper and others, who helped to 
change the course of British art in the middle of the last 
century.  

Whether as friends, supporters, collectors, curators or 
gallerists, they played a central role in determining the 
emergence of artists such as Barbara Hepworth, Piet 
Mondrian, Alfred Wallis, Christopher Wood and Francis 
Bacon.  

Hitherto overshadowed by their male counterparts, it 
was their vigour and passion that set London on course as 
an art metropolis, the equal of Paris and New York in the 
1940s–60s. 

Author Bio: 
James Scott was the Founding Chairman of the Arts Project 
at The Chelsea and Westminster Hospital in 1993. This 
project has been responsible for placing more than 1,500 
works of art in the hospital. The extensive work of 
incorporating all aspects of artistic endeavour into 
healthcare continues in the hospital, as recently described 
in a book entitled The Healing Arts (Unicorn. 2019). He has 
written The Sculpture of Kenneth Armitage (Lund 
Humphries, 2016) and in 2018-9 co-curated the Pallant 
House exhibition of the works of Julian Trevelyan, The 
Artist and his World. Forthcoming he is to co-curate Alfred 
Wallis. An Artist’s Artist at The Royal West of England 
Academy, Bristol. 

AUD RRP: $55.99 ISBN-13: 9781913491871 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 234 X 156 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 208 
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Murach's HTML and CSS 5/e

By Boehm Anne 

“Until now, my websites looked great but have been coded 
with what seems like ‘duct-tape and bubble-gum’ 
methods, just for appearances and not for professionalism 
or compliance. This book taught me all that is possible with 
HTML and CSS coding…. What a game changer!” That's 
what one web designer posted about a previous edition of 
Murach's HTML and CSS. Now, this 5th Edition updates and 
improves all the HTML and CSS content in the book...and 
it’s in full color so it’s easier than ever to learn from it. In 
fact, whether you’re a web designer, a JavaScript 
programmer, a server-side programmer, or a rookie, this 
book delivers all the HTML and CSS skills that you need on 
the job.  

This book begins with an 8-chapter hands-on course that 
teaches you HTML and CSS from scratch, including the 
latest HTML and CSS features. This short course ends with 
a chapter that teaches you how to use fluid design and 
media queries to implement Responsive Web Design so 
your pages will look good and work right on any screen, 
from phone to tablet to desktop. After that, the unique 
design of this book lets you go on to any other chapter to 
learn new skills whenever you need them. For example, 
chapters 9 and 10 show you how to use Flexible Box and 
Grid Layout.  

Chapter 13 shows you how to work with forms and data 
validation. Chapter 14 shows you how to enhance a site 
with video clips. Chapter 15 shows you how to use CSS 
transitions, transforms, and animations. Chapters 16 and 
17 show you how to design and deploy a website. And 
chapter 18 introduces you to JavaScript, a must-have 
language that’s the next step for many web developers. 
One final point: After teaching you all the HTML and CSS 
skills that you need, this book becomes the best on-the-job 
reference you’ve ever used. 

AUD RRP: $266.00 ISBN-13: 9781943872862 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 203 
Illustration: Not Illustrated Pages: 602 
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Objects of Vision 

By Saab A. Joan 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Examines a series of linked case studies that not only 
highlight moments of seeming disconnect between 
seeing and believing, including hoaxes, miracles, spirit 
paintings, manipulated photographs, and holograms, 
but also offer a sensory history of ways of seeing. 

AUD RRP: $56.99 ISBN-13: 9780271088112 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 178 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 166 

Mellow 

By Sund Sofie 
NEW HEROES & PIONEERS 

"Mellow" is a collection of photography by the Norwegian 
photographer, Sofie Sund. Through carefully constructed 
still life images, Sofie captures the essence of what is 
usually perceived simply as normality. 

AUD RRP: $56.99 ISBN-13: 9789187815829 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 230 X 170 

Pages: 112 

Peace Be Still 

By Marovich Robert 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
PRESS 

In September of 1963, Reverend Lawrence Roberts and 
the Angelic Choir of the First Baptist Church of Nutley, 
New Jersey, teamed with rising gospel star James 
Cleveland to record Peace Be Still. The LP and its 
haunting title track became a phenomenon.  

AUD RRP: $37.99 ISBN-13: 9780252086168 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 224 

Adolf Hitler 

By Remy Steven P. 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Adolf Hitler: A Reference Guide to His Life and Works 
captures Hitler's life, his works, and his legacy. The volume 
features a chronology, an introduction, a bibliography, and 
a cross-reference dictionary section that includes entries on 
people, places, and events related to him. 

AUD RRP: $102.00 ISBN-13: 9781538139103 
Due Date: 15/11/2021 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 254 X 178 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 376 
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The Subtle Subtext 

By Pernot Laurent 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Subtexts are all around us. In conversation, business 
transactions, politics, literature, philosophy, and even love, 
the art of expressing more than what is explicitly said allows 
us to live and move in the world. But rarely do we reflect on 
this subterranean dimension of communication. In this 
book, Pernot explores the fascinating world of subtext. 

AUD RRP: $62.99 ISBN-13: 9780271092171 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 184 

Culinary 
Shakespeare 

By Goldstein David B. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Eating and drinking-vital to all human beings-were of 
central importance to Shakespeare and his 
contemporaries. The first collection devoted to the 
study of food and drink in Shakespeare's plays, 
questions about cuisine, eating, and meals in early 
modern drama. 

AUD RRP: $66.99 ISBN-13: 9780271092126 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 350 

A Jewish Bestiary 

By Podwal Mark 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

In the Middle Ages, the bestiary achieved a popularity 
second only to that of the Bible. In addition to being a kind 
of encyclopedia of the animal kingdom, the bestiary also 
served as a book of moral and religious instruction, teaching 
human virtues through a portrayal of an animal's true or 
imagined behavior. Revisits animals, both real and mythical, 
that have captured the Jewish imagination. 

AUD RRP: $28.99 ISBN-13: 9780271091730 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 181 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 88 

Eastward of Good 
Hope 

By Morrison Dane A. 
JOHNS HOPKINS 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 

How did news from the East-carried in ship logs and 
mariners' reports, journals, and correspondence-shape 
early Americans' understanding of the world as a map 
of dangerous and incoherent sites? Freed from 
restrictions of British mercantilism in the years 
following the War of Independence, Yankee merchants 
embarked on numerous voyages. 

AUD RRP: $105.00 ISBN-13: 9781421442365 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 336 
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The War on Drugs 

By Farber David 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Fifty years after President Richard Nixon declared a "War 
on Drugs," leading scholars examine how drug war 
policies contributed to the making of the carceral state, 
racial injustice, deviant globalization, regulatory disasters, 
and a massive underground economy; they also point the 
way forward to a more just and humane drug policy. Rare 
multi-faceted overview of the underground drug market. 

AUD RRP: $56.99 ISBN-13: 9781479811366 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 368 

Deplorable 

By Stuckey Mary E. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Political campaigns in the United States, especially those 
for the presidency, can be nasty. And while we would like 
to believe that the 2020 election was an aberration, 
insults, invective, and yes, even violence have 
characterized US electoral politics since the republic's 
early days. By examining the political discourse around 
nine deplorable elections, Stuckey seeks to explain why. 

AUD RRP: $62.99 ISBN-13: 9780271091761 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 312 

American 
Exceptionalism 

By Depkat Volker 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

In engaging and lucid prose, Depkat offers general readers 
and students of American history an invaluable lens 
through which they can evaluate for themselves the 
merits of the many ways in which Americans have 
understood their country as exceptional. 

AUD RRP: $78.99 ISBN-13: 9781538101186 
Due Date: 15/11/2021 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 240 

For a Just and Better 
World 

By Hernandez Sonia 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
PRESS 

Caritina Pina Montalvo personified the vital role played by 
Mexican women in the anarcho-syndicalist movement. 
Sonia Hernandez tells the story of how Pina and other 
Mexicanas in the Gulf of Mexico region fought for labor 
rights both locally and abroad in service to the anarchist 
ideal of a worldwide community of workers.  

AUD RRP: $53.99 ISBN-13: 9780252086106 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 256 

9
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How Did It Happen? 

By Dieckmann Christoph 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

In this compelling book, Lithuanian writer Ruta Vanagaite 
holds a frank conversation with noted historian Christoph 
Dieckmann. Her searching exchanges with Dieckmann 
illuminate the most profound questions we have as we 
struggle to understand the causes and consequences of 
the Holocaust. 

AUD RRP: $61.99 ISBN-13: 9781538150313 
Due Date: 15/10/2021 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 288 

Journalism and Jim 
Crow 

By Forde Kathy Roberts 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
PRESS 

Centers the press as a crucial political actor shaping the 
rise of the Jim Crow South. The contributors explore the 
leading role of the white press in constructing an anti-
democratic society by promoting and supporting not only 
lynching and convict labor but also coordinated campaigns 
of violence and fraud that disenfranchised Black voters.  

AUD RRP: $47.99 ISBN-13: 9780252086151 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 235 X 156 

Pages: 360 

Catherine of Aragon 

By Earenfight Theresa 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Examines the life of Catherine of Aragon, focusing on her 
personal possessions and the items she bequeathed to 
those she left behind, to better understand her as a 
daughter, wife, widow, mother, and friend; a collector of 
art and books; a devout Catholic; and a patron of writers 
and universities. 

AUD RRP: $66.99 ISBN-13: 9780271091648 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 240 

A Materialist Theory 
of Justice 

By Sotiropoulos George 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

A Materialist Theory of Justice offers an innovative 
(re)reading of justice that draws from diverse theoretical 
currents, tracing in the process an age-old tradition of 
critical thought. The book also manages to extend beyond 
the disciplinary boundaries of normative political theory, 
within which theories of justice are usually logged. 

AUD RRP: $72.99 ISBN-13: 9781538158777 
Due Date: 05/10/2021 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 161 

Pages: 268 

10
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A Lady Knows:
Modes and 
Manners 

By Maraka Haya 
GLITTERATI 

Haya Maraka is a stylist and luxury expert, influencer, who 
writes about etiquette, couture, and reviving glamour for 
the everyday. Although she may be in any city or country at 
any given time now, she is Dallas, Texas-born and was raised 
in Saudi Arabia before moving to Dubai at a very young age.  

AUD RRP: $73.99 ISBN-13: 9781943876242 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Pages: 160 

The Identity Trade 

By Draper Nora A. 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

The successes and failures of an industry that claims to 
protect and promote our online identities. As 
technology increasingly blurs the boundary between 
public and private, questions about who controls our 
data become harder and harder to answer. 

AUD RRP: $43.99 ISBN-13: 9781479811922 
Due Date: 02/11/2021 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 256 

Bodies in Evidence 

By Hlavka Heather R. 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS 

Bodies in Evidence draws on observations of over 680 court 
appearances in Milwaukee County's felony sexual assault 
courts, as well as interviews with judges, attorneys, forensic 
scientists, jurors, sexual assault nurse examiners, and victim 
advocates. It shows how forensic science helps to propagate 
public misunderstandings of sexual violence by bestowing 
an aura of authority to race and gender stereotypes and 
inequalities. 

AUD RRP: $56.99 ISBN-13: 9781479809660 
Due Date: 09/11/2021 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 304 

The Color of Crime 
3/e 

By Russell-Brown  
Katheryn 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

With three new chapters, over forty new racial hoax 
cases, and other timely updates, this edition offers an 
even more expansive view of crime and punishment in 
the twenty-first century. Russell-Brown gives us much-
needed insight into some of the most recent racial 
hoaxes, such as the one perpetrated by Amy Cooper. 
makes a compelling case for race and crime literacy and 
the need to address and name White crime. 

AUD RRP: $55.99 ISBN-13: 9781479843152 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 256 
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Keywords for 
Gender and 
Sexuality Studies 

By The Keywords 
Feminist Editorial 
Collective 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Introduces key terms, debates, and histories for feminist 
studies in gender and sexuality. Keywords for Gender and 
Sexuality Studies introduces readers to a set of terms that will 
aid them in understanding the central methodological and 
political stakes currently energizing feminist and queer studies. 

AUD RRP: $53.99 ISBN-13: 9781479808151 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 203 X 216 

Pages: 320 

Challenges to 
Academic Freedom 

By Hermanowicz  
Joseph C. 
JOHNS HOPKINS 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 

A must-read collection on contemporary threats to 
academic freedom. Academic freedom is an idea so 
closely associated with academic work-at least in 
the West-that it assumes a defining characteristic of 
the academic profession. Yet it is under recurring 
threat. 

AUD RRP: $75.99 ISBN-13: 9781421442198 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 264 

Elephant Trails 

By Rothfels Nigel 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Rothfels argues that, over millennia, we have made elephants 
into both monsters and miracles as ways to understand them 
but also as ways to understand ourselves. Drawing on a broad 
range of sources, including municipal documents, zoo records, 
museum collections, and encounters with people who have 
lived with elephants, Rothfels seeks out the origins of our 
contemporary ideas about an animal that has been central to 
so much of human thought.  

AUD RRP: $75.99 ISBN-13: 9781421442594 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 272 

Tech to Table 

By Munson Richard 
ISLAND PRESS 

Imagine eating a burger grown in a laboratory, a 
strawberry picked by a robot, or a pastry created 
with a 3-D printer. Introduces readers to twenty-five 
of the most creative entrepreneurs advancing these 
solutions. They come from various places and 
professions, and backgrounds. But they share an 
outsider's perspective and an idealistic, sometimes 
aggressive, ambition to rethink the food system. 

AUD RRP: $54.99 ISBN-13: 9781642831900 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 224 
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AUD RRP: $73.99 ISBN-13: 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 157 

Eye Movement Desensitization and 
Reprocessing (EMDR) Therapy

By Russell Mark C. 

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing therapy 
(EMDR) is a unique, empirically validated approach that is 
recommended by the World Health Organization as a "first 
line treatment for post-traumatic stress disorder in adults."    

EMDR therapy emphasizes working with imagery, 
cognitions, emotions, somatic sensations, and behavior 
linked to a disturbing memory, as well as attending to past, 
current, and future-oriented experiential contributors.  

Unlike many psychotherapeutic treatments, EMDR does 
not require prolonged exposure, the direct challenging of 
beliefs, or numerous sessions to achieve results.      

In this book, Dr. Shapiro, the originator of this approach, 
and Dr. Russell, her long-time colleague and collaborator, 
describe their work and the significant controversy that 
attended its rise due to EMDR's challenging of traditional 
cognitive behavioral approaches to psychotherapy and 
mechanisms of change.      

The authors describe the theory of EMDR, provide the 
complete EMDR therapeutic protocol, the evidence base 
that supports it, and examine practical issues and common 
challenges related to implementing EMDR in clinical 
practice. 

Author Bio: 
Mark C. Russell, PhD, ABPP, is a core faculty member at 
Antioch University Seattle and the establishing director  
of the Institute of War Stress Injury, Recovery, and Social 
Justice. As a graduate student, Dr. Russell became  
Francine Shapiro's research assistant and was primarily 
responsible for developing the theory underlying EMDR. 
Francine Shapiro, PhD, the originator and developer of  
eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) 
therapy, was Senior Research Fellow Emeritus at the 
Mental Research Institute in Palo Alto, California, and 
Executive Director of the EMDR Institute in Watsonville, 
California. She founded and was President Emeritus of  
the Trauma Recovery/EMDR Humanitarian Assistance 
Programs, a non-profit organization that coordinates 
disaster response and pro bono trainings worldwide. 

14
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Addiction Counseling SPRINGER PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

Cavaiola Alan A. 

Equips the upcoming generation of addiction counsellors with crucial 
knowledge to skilfully treat current and future addictions. Grounded in 
leading-edge, evidence-based research, this hands-on text applies a  
step-by-step approach to addictions counseling. This book encompasses 
assessment, diagnosis, and treatment planning; case management; and 
relapse prevention, with an incisive focus on process addictions and co-
occurring disorders. The text covers all essential topics as outlined in the 
gold standard SAMSHA Counsellor Training Manual. Included are detailed 
guidelines on how to write succinct treatment plans and conduct 
effective client sessions; case studies; role-playing exercises; and clinical 
applications to assessment and diagnosis, treatment planning, and case 
management.  

AUD RRP: $141.00 
ISBN13: 9780826135858 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 426 

Transdiagnostic Emotion-Focused Therapy AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Timulak Ladislav 

In Transdiagnostic Emotion-Focused Therapy (EFT-T), therapists target 
deep core emotional vulnerability-- sadness/loneliness, shame, and 
fear/terror-that underlie the diagnostic cluster depression, anxiety, and 
related disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder and obsessive-
compulsive disorder. Part I presents the theoretical underpinnings of  
EFT-T. Part 2, a clinical guide for therapists, describes specific techniques 
to use with emotionally overwhelmed as well as emotionally restricted 
clients, such as two-chair dialogues and self-interruption, all of which  
are illustrated through richly detailed session transcripts. 

AUD RRP: $106.00 
ISBN13: 9781433836633 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 210 
Size: 229 X 152 

Problem-Focused Psychodynamic Psychotherapy AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC 
ASSOCIATION PUBLISHING 

Busch Fredric N. 

For many years, the general rule of thumb in psychoanalysis and 
psychodynamic psychotherapy has been to refrain from focusing too 
much on specific symptoms or problems to not interfere with free 
association or the effectiveness of the psychoanalytic approach. When 
Fredric Busch, M.D., and colleagues developed panic-focused 
psychodynamic therapy in the 1990s and subsequently psychodynamic 
approaches to depression, they emphasized the value of more active 
interventions, a focus on symptoms and associated dynamics, and 
occasional psychoeducation. In this new volume, he expands the scope  
of that work, articulating how a focused psychodynamic 
psychotherapeutic approach can be adapted for patients in general. 
Rather than one specific aspect of patient’s difficulties, Problem Focused 
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy (PrFPP) focuses on the set of problems 
(e.g., symptoms, relationship issues, behavioral difficulties) a particular 
patient brings into the consulting room.  

AUD RRP: $99.99 
ISBN13: 9781615373246 
Due Date: 30/08/2021 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Size: 229 X 150 
Illustrations: B&W 
THROUGHOUT 
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Even More CBT Art Activities
100 Illustrated Handouts for Creative Therapeutic Work 

By Guest Jennifer 

Following the success of The CBT Art Activity Book, this 
book brings you even more and even better worksheets 
and ready-to-use creative activities based on CBT 
principles.     

With striking patterned designs and easy-to-follow 
prompts, these 100 new worksheets are suitable for adults 
and young people, in individual or group work.  

Using CBT and art as therapy, they support therapeutic 
outcomes such as emotional regulation, improved self-
esteem and resilience, coping with change and loss, and 
identifying goals.     

The book also includes guidance on using the worksheets 
effectively in therapeutic sessions, enabling a safe space to 
express, articulate and process difficult experiences and 
emotions. 

Author Bio: 
Jennifer Guest is an accredited member of the British 
Association of Counsellors and Psychotherapists and has an 
honours degree in Art and Design. She is a clinical 
supervisor and counsellor with over 20 years' experience in 
delivering therapeutic services. She has published multiple 
books, including the bestselling CBT Art Activity Book. 

AUD RRP: $65.99 ISBN-13: 9781787759299 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 279 X 216 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 144 
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Preventing and Responding to Student Suicide JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Mallon Sharon 

This practical book covers issues related to suicide risk, prevention and 
postvention in Higher and Further Education communities. Compiled by 
37 experts, it is an authoritative guide to an issue that is causing 
increasingly large concern for FE and HE institutions and covers multiple 
evidence-backed approaches with a pragmatic focus. It is the first that 
specifically deals with student suicide in FE Colleges and universities, 
encouraging a holistic, institutional response. Chapters are split into 
three sections, beginning with understanding and preventing student 
suicide among students, followed by responses to risk, including a model 
for student prevention in HE settings. The book concludes with the 
response to student death by suicide with advice on postvention, and 
how to support bereaved family, staff, and students. 

AUD RRP: $95.99 
ISBN13: 9781787754188 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 384 
Size: 229 X 152 

The Ethical Lives of Clients AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Doherty William J. 

This casebook provides therapists with the skills needed to be effective 
ethical consultants for clients seeking guidance for moral dilemmas. It 
describes the LEAP-C model for creating constructive dialogues while 
respecting client autonomy by listening, exploring, affirming, offering 
perspective, and even challenging clients. In-depth case examples 
demonstrate how to apply this model in various scenarios. This book  
also provides guidance for being a citizen therapist who lends their 
expertise to address societal issues, like political discord and police-
community relations. 

AUD RRP: $84.99 
ISBN13: 9781433836565 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 139 
Size: 229 X 152 

Unlocked CONFER 

Piatakhina-Gire Anastasia 

Unlocked tells the stories of ten different people in therapy in various 
cultural and geographical contexts - from Saudi Arabia to Venice or New 
York. Each narrative explores a unique presenting situation and uncovers 
the complexities of the therapeutic experience. All therapeutic work 
described in this book happens online. Rather than presenting a barrier, 
Unlocked demonstrates how a curious and skilled therapist can make  
most of the unexpected gifts that the 'screen' offers - be it the intrusion 
of a pet, a parent breaking into the session, or a client taking her 
therapist for a ride outside. Therapeutic conversations that happen on 
the screen have a surprising close-up quality; these stories convey the 
renewed intimacy and intensity of such practice and present new 
possibilities for the therapeutic process. They will be of interest not only 
to therapists who are transitioning their practice online but also to those 
considering therapy or curious about the therapeutic process. 

AUD RRP: $36.99 
ISBN13: 9781913494421 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 224 
Size: 216 X 138 
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Study Guide to Psychiatry 6/e
A Companion to The American Psychiatric Association 
Publishing Textbook 

By Muskin Philip R. 

Study Guide to Psychiatry is a question-and-answer 
companion that allows you to evaluate your mastery of 
the subject matter as you progress through The American 
Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Psychiatry, Seventh 
Edition. The Study Guide is made up of more than 400 
questions divided into 44 individual quizzes containing up 
to 20 questions each that correspond to the chapters in 
the Textbook. Questions are followed by an Answer Guide 
that references relevant text (including page numbers) in 
the Textbook to allow quick access to needed 
information. Each answer is accompanied by a discussion 
that addresses the correct response and (when 
appropriate) explains why other responses are not 
correct.  

The Study Guide's companion, The American Psychiatric 
Publishing Textbook of Psychiatry, Seventh Edition, 
reflects advances in the understanding of the etiology, 
diagnosis, and treatment of psychiatric disorders as well 
as the positive, transformational change that has taken 
place in the field of psychiatry since the last edition.  

This edition incorporates a deep understanding of 
mechanisms of disease, novel therapeutic methods, 
evidence-based clinical approaches, and adaptive systems 
and models of care. 

AUD RRP: $138.00 ISBN-13: 9781615373291 
Due Date: 03/09/2021 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 175 

The Psychiatric Hospitalist

By Jibson Michael D. 

The rise of outpatient treatment as the preferred mental 
health intervention in the 1940s, and the subsequent 
deinstitutionalization movement of the 1960s, meant that 
the hospital care of patients with mental disorders fell out 
of favour. Until recently, in fact, inpatient care was 
overseen either by rotating faculty at an academic 
hospital or by a private psychiatrist who would manage 
both a clinic and an inpatient caseload. In The Psychiatric 
Hospitalist, Michael D. Jibson, M.D., Ph.D., and colleagues 
make a strong case for an alternative model. The only 
book of its kind on the market, this guide 
comprehensively describes not only the structure of 
hospital-based psychiatry but also the qualities and skills 
needed to succeed in the setting. From the inpatient unit 
to consultation-liaison and emergency services, the book 
leverages vignettes and the expert insights of its 
contributors to tackle the effects of background and 
training on a hospitalist career, administrative 
responsibilities and opportunities for teaching and 
supervising in a hospital setting, diagnostic and treatment 
modalities, transitions in care and collaborating across 
disciplines, legal and ethical issues, and numerous other 
topics. It is hardly a career path for the faint of heart! Yet, 
with the guidance offered in this volume, both novice 
clinicians and experienced hospitalists will have the tools 
they need to make an immediate and notable difference 
in their patients’ lives and flourish professionally in the 
process. 

AUD RRP: $125.00 ISBN-13: 9781615371389 
Due Date: 30/09/2021 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 150 
Illustration: B&W Throughout 
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Resilience and Survival
Understanding and Healing Intergenerational Trauma 

By Mucci Clara 

This unique book shows how resilience can be reinforced 
and structured to create stronger individuals and 
societies, vis a vis increasing traumatic and stressful life 
circumstances.  

The author investigates several human practices, 
processes and features that aid our capacity to resist, 
combat, adapt to or counter extreme traumatisation.  

These features and capabilities come into play at the 
interface between vulnerability and resilience, leading to 
a deeper understanding of the mechanism of resilience 
itself.  

Each chapter illustrates the components necessary to 
achieve resilience: attachment, connectedness, memory, 
testimony, education and the development and practice 
of artistic and creative activities.  

The book also explores the positive effects of moral 
commitment, empathy and altruism, and psychodynamic 
intergenerational therapy on trauma, showing that acts 
and feelings of compassion and forgiveness, and an 
appreciation for and use of higher order symbolic 
structures, such as art and creativity, together contribute 
to building and reinforcing resilience and social solidarity. 

AUD RRP: $25.99 ISBN-13: 9781913494100 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 185 X 129 

Pages: 208 

Gesture in Language
Development Across the Lifespan 

By Morgenstern Aliyah 

When do human beings begin producing gestures, and 
how do they evolve throughout our cognitive and social 
development? This book investigates the rich and 
complex ways in which gesture precedes language 
development and then is used in conjunction with 
language across the lifespan. Some experts argue that 
gesture is a part of language, while others argue it is a 
partner to language. But all agree that gesture plays a 
major role in language development and practices, and 
therefore must be captured by scientific analyses. This 
volume explores gesture's many functions--
communicative, restorative, cognitive--across cultures 
and ages, in monolingual and multilingual populations, in 
students and in teachers.  

Gestures, verbal productions, signs, gazes, facial 
expressions, and postures are all part of our socially 
learned, intersubjective communicative systems that we 
combine for the purpose of sharing meaning, referring to 
present and absent entities and events,  expressing 
projects, desires, and feelings, and so much more.  

Collectively, the chapters demonstrate how gestures 
contribute to the cognitive and social development of 
humans within their lifespan and may also indicate the 
efficacy of interactional practices and cognitive processes. 

AUD RRP: $169.00 ISBN-13: 9781433836299 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 241 X 170 

Pages: 400 
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Present with Suffering CONFER 

Wellings Nigel 

What is the place of discontent and unhappiness in human experience 
and how best can we be with it? There is something about everything 
that makes it not quite satisfactory. Even things we really love are spoilt 
by not being quite enough or by going on too long. People entering 
psychotherapy want to feel better - more authoritative, less anxious or 
depressed, more whole - and although it can help, an enormous amount 
of difficult and painful emotions continue to arise. Even after years and 
years of therapy many of us feel that there is no 'happy ever after'. 
Present with Suffering shows that by becoming present, accepting and 
kind, we may enfold what hurts us in a more spacious and meaningful 
way with chapters addressing loss, bereavement, emptiness and 
impermanence. 

AUD RRP: $27.99 
ISBN13: 9781913494445 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 208 
Size: 185 X 129 

Leaving Darkness Behind AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Altmaier Elizabeth M. 

This book provides a psychologically informed perspective on childhood 
sexual abuse. Its goal is to help you orient yourself toward recovery  
and learn healthy practices that will lead to thriving, not just surviving. 
Written by an author who is herself a survivor, this guide describes  
how complex trauma affects your overall health. On that knowledge 
foundation you are invited to build strengths in various areas of your  
life, such as meaning-making, connections with others, and hope. 

AUD RRP: $37.99 
ISBN13: 9781433833939 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 272 
Size: 216 X 140 

The Amazing A-Z of Resilience JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Gumbrell David 

P is for Pirates; Q is for Questions and R is for Resilience. We all know 
PIRATES were always hunting for treasure. Follow this A to Z to 
QUESTION the world around you and you will find your way to the 
treasure within- your RESILIENCE! This alphabet of objects presents 26 
familiar objects as conversation starters to develop resilience. Each 
object introduces a wellbeing theme to open discussions about  
mental health between teachers, parents/carers and children. There is  
an activity for each letter to help children aged 8-12 develop life skills to 
become more resilient. Destigmatising mental health and providing 
children with the language to describe and communicate their wellbeing, 
this essential guide helps children to manage their inner emotions and 
feelings and makes these complex topics accessible and enjoyable to read 
about. It includes a section on how the book can be used and how to 
have conversations about resilience, feelings, emotion and mental health 
for the adult using this tool with a child. 

AUD RRP: $34.99 
ISBN13: 9781839973376 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 64 
Size: 246 X 173 
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Author Bio: 
Jacqueline B. Toner, PhD is a clinical psychologist with  
over 30 years in private practice working with children  
and parents. She earned her PhD from University of 
Virginia and serves as Chief Facilitator for a medical 
resources project with Johns Hopkins School of Public 
Health and Carnegie Mellon University. Dr. Toner has co-
authored books with Claire A. B. Freeland, PhD, including 
the What to Do Series for Kids as well as  Depression: A 
Teen's Guide to Survive and Thrive and Yes I Can: A Girl 
and Her Wheelchair. Janet McDonnell is a writer and 
illustrator whose characters populate many books and 
magazines for children. She has both taught and written 
for children from preschool to high school. 
 

What to Do When the News Scares You 
A Kid's Guide to Understanding Current Events 
 
By Toner Jacqueline B. 
 

This latest instalment in the bestselling What To Do series 
tackles children's feelings of anxiety around current events 
and what is portrayed in the news. Scary news is an 
inevitable part of life. This book can support and guide 
efforts to help scary news seem a bit more manageable for 
the young people.      

Whether from television news reports, the car radio, 
digital media, or adult discussions, children are often 
bombarded with information about the world around 
them. When the events being described include violence, 
extreme weather events, a disease outbreak, or 
discussions of more dispersed threats such as climate 
change, children may become frightened and 
overwhelmed. Parents and caregivers can be prepared to 
help them understand and process the messages around 
them by using this book.   

What to Do When the News Scares You provides a way to 
help children put scary events into perspective. And, if 
children start to worry or become anxious about things 
they've heard, there are ideas to help them calm down and 
cope. This book also helps children identify reporters' 
efforts to add excitement to the story which may also 
make threats seem more imminent, universal, and 
extreme.      

Read and complete the activities in What to Do When the 
News Scares You with your child to help them to 
understand the news in context-who, what, where, when, 
how-as a means of introducing a sense of perspective.      
 
Chapter include:    
Extensive note to parents and caregivers, * Chapter 1. 
Sometimes scary things happen. * Chapter 2. What is 
news? * Chapter 3. Things that make the news scarier, * 
Chapter 4. Did you see that! * Chapter 5.  Keeping it real, * 
Chapter 6. Un-news, * Chapter 7. Taking care of you, * 
Chapter 8. Plan of action, * Chapter 9. You Can Do It! 

 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781433836978 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 279 X 216 
 Pages: 80 
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They're So 
Flamboyant 

By Genhart Michael 
MAGINATION PRESS 

This fun and funny bird's-eye tome to individuality, 
community, and harmony follows the reactions of a 
neighbourhood full of birds when a 'flamboyance' of 
flamingos moves in. Each band of birds all have their 
feathers ruffled and express their apprehension about 
the new and different arrivals. 

AUD RRP: $25.99 ISBN-13: 9781433832789 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 254 X 203 

Pages: 32 

What Boys Do 

By Lasser Jon 
MAGINATION PRESS 

What exactly do boys do? The answer is anything and 
everything! From eating to dreaming, making mistakes to 
exploring, to hurting and loving, there is more to being a boy 
than meets the eye. In this fun, affirming book that holds no 
restraints to traditional norms about what it means to be a 
boy, readers will rejoice at all the possibilities. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781433836794 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Pages: 32 

When Nana 
Dances 

By Yolen Jane 
MAGINATION PRESS 

This lively story will leap into the hearts of kids and 
their grandparents alike as it celebrates 
intergenerational relationships in rhyming text. Nana 
can make any object a dancing partner. This fun story is 
filled with the movement, energy, and laughter that 
comes when kids dance with their grandparents. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781433836848 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 254 X 203 

Pages: 32 

Evelyn Hooker and the 
Fairy Project 

By Pitman Gayle E.  
MAGINATION PRESS 

She's another Eleanor Roosevelt. You've got to meet her." - 
Sam From. This evocative biography, written in verse 
coupled with sidebars and historical photographs, tells the 
story of Evelyn Hooker, the extraordinary woman behind the 
research, advocacy, and allyship that led to the removal of 
the "Homosexuality" diagnosis. 

AUD RRP: $29.99 ISBN-13: 9781433830471 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 216 X 140 

Pages: 160 

 The above books are ideal for health professionals to recommend to parents and children. Whilst aimed at the layperson they are 
authored by  health professionals and help the child/parent understand the topic under discussion. 
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Author Bio: 
Dr Sophia Mooncey is a highly experienced Consultant 
Paediatrician working in the NHS for over 30 years and in 
the private sector. She has four children and enjoys 
cooking, tennis, travel, and long walks.     
Adele Devine is a Special Needs teacher at a school for 
young people with severe learning difficulties and autism. 
In 2010 she co-founded the multi-award winning SEN 
Assist autism software with her husband. 

A Parent's Guide to Autism Diagnosis
What to Expect and How to Support Your Child 

By Devine Adele 

Autism diagnosis can be an overwhelming time for many 
families.  

This is an accessible, easy to navigate guide for parents, 
answering the questions they may have before, during and 
after diagnosis.      

Written by a highly experienced author team, this book will 
support parents from the moment somebody mentions 
autism, through the diagnosis process and beyond.  

It provides reliable advice on every stage, with guidance on 
what to do during the long wait for assessment and 
diagnosis.  

Working from a pro-neurodiversity perspective it 
encourages parents to see beyond the diagnosis and to 
celebrate each child's unique personality and strengths. 

Combining information on medical diagnosis, educational 
needs and more, the book shares case studies and direct 
quotes from families to help parents to give their children 
the best start following an autism diagnosis and help them 
to achieve their full potential.  

There is also a bonus downloadable chapter with 
information from the key professionals involved in the 
diagnostic process, so you know who you can turn to for 
the support and help you need. 

AUD RRP: $35.99 ISBN-13: 9781787754249 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 272 
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Taking Charge of Adult ADHD 2/e

By Barkley Russell A. 

Many tens of thousands of readers have found needed 
information and support in this authoritative guide, now in 
a revised and updated second edition. Preeminent expert 
Russell A. Barkley explains what ADHD looks like in adults, 
how to get an accurate evaluation, and how sufferers can 
manage symptoms and build the life they want. Readers 
get hands-on skill-building exercises plus clear answers to 
frequently asked questions about medications and other 
treatments.  

Dr. Barkley offers step-by-step strategies for overcoming 
challenges in specific areas, such as relationships, 
parenting, work, money management, and driving. 
Featuring the latest resources and medication facts, the 
second edition includes new or expanded discussions of 
mindfulness, emotional self-control, time management, 
building a successful career, maintaining a healthy lifestyle, 
and more. 

Author Bio: 
Russell A. Barkley, PhD, ABPP, ABCN, is Clinical Professor of 
Psychiatry at the Virginia Commonwealth University School 
of Medicine. Dr. Barkley has worked with children, 
adolescents, and families since the 1970s and is the author 
of numerous bestselling books for both professionals and 
the public, including Taking Charge of ADHD and Your 
Defiant Child. He has also published six assessment scales 
and more than 280 scientific articles and book chapters on 
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, executive 
functioning, and childhood defiance, and is editor of the 
newsletter The ADHD Report. A frequent conference 
presenter and speaker who is widely cited in the national 
media, Dr. Barkley is past president of the Section on 
Clinical Child Psychology (the former Division 12) of the 
American Psychological Association (APA), and of the 
International Society for Research in Child and Adolescent 
Psychopathology. 

AUD RRP: $41.99 ISBN-13: 9781462546855 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 178 

Pages: 316 
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The Young Autistic Adult's Independence 
Handbook

By Moss Haley 

Are you living away from home for the first time, 
graduating from school or perhaps getting a new job? 
These transitions can be especially overwhelming to deal 
with as a young autistic adult.  

This survival guide is bursting with neurodivergent-
friendly advice from autistic people themselves (and a few 
neurotypicals too) for young adults embarking on their 
own journeys of self-discovery and independence.  

From guidance on organising your own money, looking 
after your home and organising your social life to tips on 
self-advocacy and important life skills such as driving, 
voting and volunteering, Haley Moss has you covered.     

Using personal stories, interviews with experts and tips 
from other young people, this book gives you tips and 
tools to boost your confidence, ready to make your mark 
on the world! 

AUD RRP: $35.99 ISBN-13: 9781787757578 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 138 

Pages: 240 

What Is Sex?
A Guide for People with Autism, Special Educational 
Needs and Disabilities 

By Reynolds Kate E. 

This carefully written and illustrated book provides an 
explanation of sex for people with autism and special 
education needs and disabilities (SEND).  

It helps readers to understand the physical processes as 
well as important issues such as consent and sexual 
safety, helping them to develop positive relationships.    

Many people with autism and SEND have or will have 
intimate relationships. Often sex is alluded to, rather than 
being carefully explored. This can create confusion around 
consent, sexual health, and pregnancy, and cause people 
to turn to dubious online information.  

This book frankly explains sex so that the reader has a 
clear understanding of what constitutes sex, knowledge of 
the proper names for sexual organs and sexual activities 
and is aware of the potential physical consequences of 
having sex. 

AUD RRP: $28.99 ISBN-13: 9781787759374 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 166 X 183 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 40 
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The Adult Side of Dyslexia

By Sandman-Hurley Kelli 

This book combines moving accounts of the lived 
experience of dyslexic adults with tips and strategies for 
surmounting the challenges you or a loved one or family 
member may face.      

Drawing on in-depth interviews, Kelli Sandman-Hurley 
explores common themes such as school experiences; the 
impact of dyslexia on mental wellbeing; literacy skills; and 
being a dyslexic parent, perhaps to a child who is also 
dyslexic. 

Interviewees share what helped them (or didn't), the 
strategies they use daily to tackle literacy-based tasks, 
anxiety and low self-esteem, the advice they would give 
to the parent of a dyslexic child who is struggling and 
reflect on how their experience has impacted their own 
parenting style.      

Whether you're dyslexic yourself or supporting someone 
who is, this book sheds light on an underrepresented 
topic, providing much-needed guidance and insight 
around what life is really like for an adult with dyslexia. 

AUD RRP: $35.99 ISBN-13: 9781787754751 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 128 

The Family Experience of PDA
An Illustrated Guide to Pathological Demand Avoidance 

By Fricker Eliza 

Eliza Fricker gets it. Describing her perfectly imperfect 
experience of raising a PDA child, with societal 
judgements and internal pressures, it is easy to feel 
overwhelmed, resentful and alone.  

This books comedic illustrations explain these challenging 
situations and feelings in a way that words simply cannot, 
will bring some much-needed levity back into PDA 
parenting. Humorous anecdotes with a compassionate 
tone remind parents that they are not alone, and they’re 
doing a great job. If children are safe, happy, and you 
leave the house on time, who cares about some smelly 
socks? 

A light-hearted and digestible guide to being a PDA parent 
covering everything from tolerance levels, relationships 
and meltdowns to collaboration, flexibility, and self-care 
to dip in and out as your schedule allows to help get to 
grips with this complex condition. 

This book is an essential read for any parent with a PDA 
child, to help better understand your child, build support 
systems and carve out some essential self-care time guilt 
free. 

AUD RRP: $31.99 ISBN-13: 9781787756779 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback 
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Stitch by Stitch
Cleve Jones and the AIDS Memorial Quilt 

By Sanders Rob 

Cleve Jones' extraordinary life was pieced together, then 
stitched tightly into different types of quilts.  

From the blanket that his great-grandmother made for 
him as a boy, to the friends he gathered in San Francisco 
as young man, it is almost as if he was destined to bring 
the art of quilting to a new public awareness.      

Mentored by Harvey Milk, Jones debuted idea for the 
AIDS Memorial Quilt during a candlelight memorial for 
Milk in 1985 and created the first panel for the quilt in 
1987.  

The AIDS memorial quilt, one of the largest public arts 
projects ever and an iconic symbol of hope that 
remembers 94,000 lost souls, is Jones' shining 
achievement. It has since toured the world and been seen 
by millions of people.     

This evocative biography is a touching tribute to Jones' life 
of advocacy and an inspiring message for young readers 
to take away. Includes a timeline of the quilt and other 
useful backmatter. 

AUD RRP: $30.99 ISBN-13: 9781433837395 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Hardback Size: 203 X 254 

Pages: 40 

How to Understand Your Sexuality
A Practical Guide for Exploring Who You are 

By Barker Meg-John 

Gay, straight, queer, pansexual, demisexual, ace...? 
Sexuality is complex and diverse, but it doesn't have to be 
confusing.     

This down-to-earth guide is the ultimate companion for 
understanding, accepting and celebrating your sexuality. 

Written by two internationally renowned authors and 
therapists, the book explains how sexuality works in terms 
of our identities, attractions, desires and practices, and 
explores how it intersects with our personal experiences 
and the world around us.     

With activities and reflection points throughout, it offers 
space to tune into yourself and think deeply about your 
own sexuality.  

You'll hear from people across the sexuality spectrum and 
in different relationship set-ups, and be inspired by the 
ideas of scholars, activists and practitioners.  

Sexuality is a vast and wonderful landscape - let this book 
guide you on your journey! 

AUD RRP: $35.99 ISBN-13: 9781787756182 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 138 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 352 
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The Early 
Intervention 
Teaming Handbook 
2/e 

By Shelden M'Lisa L. 
BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Developed by the experts who pioneered the Primary 
Service Provider approach, The Early Intervention Teaming 
Handbook, 2nd Edition discusses the benefits of the PSP 
model and shows readers how to put it into action. Readily 
usable forms, checklists, and other tools assist practitioners 
in implementing the practices at the program. 

AUD RRP: $87.99 ISBN-13: 9781681255002 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 279 X 216 

Pages: 288 

The Art and Practice 
of Home Visiting 

By Cook Ruth E. 
BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

For more than a decade, The Art and Practice of Home 
Visiting has been a go-to guide for effective, culturally 
sensitive home visits with young children and families. 
Now reframed as a textbook for a new generation of 
home visitors, this second edition includes student-
friendly features. 

AUD RRP: $85.99 ISBN-13: 9781681254463 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 178 

Pages: 280 

Building Preverbal 
Communication & 
Engagement 

By Olswang Lesley B. 
BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

The product of more than three decades of research and 
clinical work, this accessible guidebook will help 
professionals harness the power of Triadic Gaze 
Intervention (TGI), an evidence-based strategy that 
supports the development of early communication 
behaviours-gaze, gestures, and vocalizations-in young 
children with disabilities.  

AUD RRP: $94.99 ISBN-13: 9781681254661 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 279 X 216 

Pages: 200 

Speech Sound 
Disorders in 
Children 9/e 

By Bernthal John E. 
BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Previously published as Articulation and Phonological 
Disorders, this classic text is the leading resource for 
courses on articulation, phonology, and speech sound 
disorders. Now in its ninth edition, the book offers the 
most up-to-date and comprehensive discussion of the 
clinical literature and evidence-based treatment 
available. 

AUD RRP: $171.00 ISBN-13: 9781681255118 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 178 

Pages: 512 
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The AEPS®-3 Complete Kit includes: 

AEPS®-3 User’s Guide 
AEPS®-3 Assessment 
AEPS®-3 Beginning Curriculum 
AEPS®-3 Growing Curriculum 
AEPS®-3 Ready Curriculum 
2 5-packs of AEPS®-3 Child Observation Data Form (CODF) 
1 10-pack of AEPS®-3 Family Report 
1 10-pack of AEPS®-3 Ready-Set 
AEPS®-3 Quick Reference Guides 
AEPS®-3 Forms USB 

You can find more information about each individual 
components of the AEPS-3 Kit on the following pages. 

Assessment, Evaluation, & Programming 
System (AEPS®-3) Complete Kit 3/e
for Infants and Children 

By Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne and Jennifer Grisham 

Streamlined and enhanced with user-requested updates, 
the new AEPS®-3 gives your early childhood program the 
most accurate, useful child data and a proven way to turn 
data into action across everything you do, from goal 
setting to teaching to progress monitoring.  

Use this highly effective and efficient linked system to 
assess, develop goals, implement instruction, and monitor 
progress of every child you work with, from the first 
months of life through kindergarten. 

AEPS-3 HELPS YOU: 
* Collect essential assessment data and use it across your
key tasks: OSEP reporting, determining eligibility, building
IFSPs and IEPs, planning teaching and intervention,
monitoring progress, and sharing results with families.
* Track and support emerging skills, where real growth and 
development happens.
* Link assessment data to a tiered curriculum for designing
teaching and intervention strategies that get results.
* Pick up small increments of progress—important when
demonstrating growth for children with disabilities.
* Actively involve families, with handouts to support
communication and family engagement, forms to collect
information about child skills, and reports to share results
and progress.
* Strengthen school readiness for every young child by
checking and supporting core skills across all areas of child
development, including pre-academic and social-emotional 
skills.

There’s never been a more effective or efficient system for 
assessing, tracking, and nurturing the development of 
every child you work with, from the first months of life 
through kindergarten. 

AUD RRP: $975.00 ISBN-13: 9781681255187 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Kit Pages: 1644 
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AEPS®-3 User's Guide (Volume 1) BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Bricker Diane 
Comprehensive and reader-friendly, this Users Guide gives early 
childhood professionals the practical knowledge they need to use the 
Assessment, Evaluation, and Programming System for Infants and 
Children, Third Edition (AEPS®-3) accurately and effectively.  In this 
volume, professionals will find a complete overview of the AEPS-3 linked 
system approach: * an introduction to each AEPS-3 component and how 
they work together, * clear and detailed guidelines on using AEPS-3 for 
assessment, goal/outcome development, teaching/intervention, and 
progress monitoring, * strategies for encouraging family engagement and 
fostering team collaboration, * guidance on using AEPS-3 to work with 
children and families who have diverse needs, * a summary of the 
research behind AEPS-3, including data on the utility, validity, and 
reliability of the AEPS-3 Test.    

AUD RRP: $94.99 
ISBN13: 9781681255194 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 120 
Size: 279 X 216 

AEPS (R)-3 Assessment (Volume 2) BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne and Jennifer Grisham 
A criterion-referenced, curriculum-based measure, the AEPS®-3 Test 
evaluates the developmental and early academic skills that children  
need to function independently and succeed in kindergarten. Spanning 
birth to 6 years in one continuous, seamless test, this assessment  
volume covers eight curricular areas—fine motor, gross motor,  
adaptive, social-emotional, social-communication, cognitive, literacy,  
and math. Fully linked with the tiered AEPS-3 Curriculum, AEPS-3 Test 
results can be used to determine a child’s level of performance, develop 
meaningful learning goals and outcomes, plan effective 
instruction/intervention, and monitor progress over time.  In this volume, 
professionals will find: * administration and scoring guidelines for the 
test items and criteria for 407 goals and objectives, * tips on how to use 
the AEPS-3 assessment activities with individual children or groups of 
children, * tips on how to score all test items efficiently, * instructions on 
using the Family Support Forms and Ready-Set assessment, * guidance on 
using test results to write IEP/IFSPs and determine eligibility for services. 

AUD RRP: $190.00 
ISBN13: 9781681255200 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 304 
Size: 279 X 216 

AEPS®-3 Curriculum-Beginning (Volume 3) BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne and Jennifer Grisham 
For use after the AEPS®-3 Test, the AEPS®-3 Curriculum is an activity-
based, multitiered curriculum that helps professionals support every 
child’s development with differentiated instruction in eight 
developmental areas: fine motor, gross motor, adaptive, social-
emotional, social-communication, cognitive, literacy, and math. 
This Beginning curriculum volume includes foundational skills that 
typically developing children acquire in the first year to 18 months of  
life. In this volume, professionals will find: * a complete introduction to 
the curriculums foundations, content, and organization, * helpful 
guidelines for selecting goals and outcomes, * strategies for matching 
tiered teaching/intervention strategies—universal, focused, and 
specialized supports—with young children’s individual needs, * 
instructions on collecting progress monitoring data at each 
teaching/intervention tier  evidence-based strategies for teaching specific 
developmental skills within 18 typical routines and activities, such as 
mealtime, naps, dressing, bathtime, sensory, and outdoor play. 

AUD RRP: $94.99 
ISBN13: 9781681255217 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 216 
Size: 279 X 216 
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AEPS®-3 Curriculum-Growing (Volume 4) BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne and Jennifer Grisham 

For use after the AEPS®-3 Test, the AEPS®-3 Curriculum is an activity-
based, multitiered curriculum that helps professionals support every 
childs development with differentiated instruction in eight 
developmental areas: fine motor, gross motor, adaptive, social-
emotional, social-communication, cognitive, literacy, and math. 
This Growing curriculum volume covers skills that typically appear  
during the toddler years (from 18 months to 3 years of age). In this 
volume, professionals will find: * a complete introduction to the 
curriculums foundations, content, and organization, * helpful guidelines 
for selecting goals and outcomes, * strategies for matching tiered 
teaching/intervention strategies—universal, focused, and specialized 
supports—with young children’s individual needs, * instructions on 
collecting progress monitoring data at each teaching/intervention tier  
evidence-based strategies for teaching specific developmental skills 
within 18 typical routines and activities, such as mealtime, naps, toileting, 
blocks, and art. 

AUD RRP: $94.99 
ISBN13: 9781681255224 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 256 
Size: 279 X 216 

AEPS®-3 Curriculum-Ready (Volume 5) BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Grisham Jennifer 

For use after the AEPS®-3 Test, the AEPS®-3 Curriculum is an activity-
based, multitiered curriculum that helps professionals support every 
childs development with differentiated instruction in eight 
developmental areas. This Ready curriculum volume covers more 
complex developmental and early academic skills that are considered 
important for school success. In this volume, professionals will find: * a 
complete introduction to the curriculums foundations, content, and 
organization, * helpful guidelines for selecting goals and outcomes  
strategies for matching tiered teaching/intervention strategies—
universal, focused, and specialized supports—with young children’s 
individual needs, * instructions on collecting progress monitoring data at 
each teaching/intervention tier, * evidence-based strategies for teaching 
specific developmental skills within 18 typical routines and activities, such 
as snack time, handwashing, dramatic play, circle time, and science. 

AUD RRP: $94.99 
ISBN13: 9781681255231 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 240 
Size: 279 X 216 

 

AEPS®-3 Child Observation Data Form BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne and Jennifer Grisham 

The AEPS®-3 Child Observation Data Form (CODF) helps professionals 
gather child assessment data in all 8 AEPS-3 developmental areas across 
3 time periods through observation, direct test, and/or report. It is 
available in a pack of 5 36-page forms. ABOUT AEPS-3 - Streamlined and 
enhanced with user-requested updates, the new AEPS-3 gives your  
early childhood program the most accurate, useful child data and a 
proven way to turn data into action across everything you do, from goal 
setting to teaching to progress monitoring. Use this highly effective and 
efficient linked system to assess, develop goals, implement instruction, 
and monitor progress of every child you work with, from the first months 
of life through kindergarten. 

AUD RRP: $59.99 
ISBN13: 9781681255279 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 36 
Size: 279 X 216 
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AEPS®-3 Family 
Reports 

By Diane Bricker Carmen 
Dionne and Jennifer 
Grisham 
BROOKES PUBLISHING CO 

For use with the Assessment, Evaluation, and Programming 
System for Infants and Children, Third Edition (AEPS®-3), 
the AEPS®-3 Family Report helps families to share 
important, useful information about the child and family 
needs, as well as family concerns and priorities. 

AUD RRP: $59.99 ISBN-13: 9781681255286 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Pages: 8 

AEPS®-3 Forms 
USB 

By Diane Bricker,  
Carmen Dionne and 
Jennifer Grisham 
BROOKES PUBLISHING 
CO 

For use with the Assessment, Evaluation, and 
Programming System for Infants and Children, Third 
Edition (AEPS®-3), the AEPS®-3 Forms USB includes 
printable PDFs of AEPS-3 forms in English and Spanish, 
plus includes handouts for families, Assessment 
Activities, and helpful planning forms. 

AUD RRP: $585.00 ISBN-13: 9781681255248 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: USB FLASH DRIVE Pages: 40 

AEPS®-3 Quick 
Reference Guide 

By Diane Bricker, 
Carmen Dionne and 
Jennifer Grisham 
BROOKES PUBLISHING 
CO 

For use with the Assessment, Evaluation, and Programming 
System for Infants and Children, Third Edition (AEPS®-3), 
the AEPS®-3 Quick Reference Guides are handy, on-the-go 
guides that provide all AEPS®-3 Test items and criteria in a 
clear, convenient format. 

AUD RRP: $58.99 ISBN-13: 9781681255309 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Pages: 36 

AEPS®-3 Ready 
Set 

By Diane Bricker, 
Carmen Dionne and 
Jennifer Grisham 
BROOKES PUBLISHING 
CO 

For use with the Assessment, Evaluation, and 
Programming System for Infants and Children, Third 
Edition (AEPS®-3), the AEPS®-3 Ready-Set form helps 
professionals gather child assessment data on skills 
needed for school readiness and early school success. 

AUD RRP: $59.99 ISBN-13: 9781681255293 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: FOLD-OUT BOOK OR CHART Pages: 4 
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The POWER Manual 

By Blumberg Daniel 
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Offers practical strategies for police officers to use on- 
and off-duty to improve wellness, strengthen ethical 
commitments, and boost resilience. The book 
demonstrates a research-based approach to dealing with 
the challenges faced in law enforcement and provides 
steps to take on-duty and off-duty. 

AUD RRP: $37.99 ISBN-13: 9781433836305 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 216 X 140 

Pages: 311 

Field Guide to 
Telehealth and 
Telemedicine  
for Nurse Practitioners and 
Other Healthcare Providers 

By Sorkin Craig 
SPRINGER PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

Delivers key insights on the nuts and bolts of starting a 
telehealth practice or incorporating it into an existing one. 
This timely reference guide for beginning and aspiring 
telemedical and telehealth NPs and other healthcare 
providers is the first to consolidate essential information 
on these practices into one convenient resource.  

AUD RRP: $78.99 ISBN-13: 9780826172754 
Due Date: 15/10/2021 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 203 X 127 

Pages: 200 

Strengths-Based 
Prevention 

By Banyard Victoria 
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Provides practitioners and researchers with the means to 
make more impactful choices in the design and 
implementation of prevention programs. Drawing from 
state-of-the-art research on a range of behaviour 
problems, Victoria Banyard and Sherry Hamby present a 
strengths-based approach to prevention. 

AUD RRP: $106.00 ISBN-13: 9781433836251 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 

Pages: 383 

101+ Careers in Public 
Health 

By Seltzer Beth 
SPRINGER PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

The public health landscape is one of the most rapidly 
growing and cutting-edge fields now, and in the wake of 
the global COVID-19 pandemic, there has never been a 
more meaningful time to enter the field. This thoroughly 
updated and revised third edition of 101+ Careers in 
Public Health continues to act as a career guide. 

AUD RRP: $70.99 ISBN-13: 9780826146922 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 526 
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Covid Babies PINTER AND MARTIN 

Brown Amy 
As the Covid-19 pandemic took hold, pregnancy and maternity services 
underwent a rapid transformation to deal with transmission of the virus 
and the growing pressure on healthcare services. In a climate of fear,  
and with many unknowns about the virus and the risks to pregnant 
women and their babies, restrictions and hastily implemented policies 
often overrode years of work to improve maternity care, with  
devastating consequences for new families. Covid Babies: how  
pandemic health measures undermined pregnancy, birth and early 
parenting considers how policies put in place to protect us from the 
immediate threat of the virus ultimately had the unintended 
consequence of harming many who needed maternity and postnatal 
care. It highlights how hard-won gains, even when supported by 
overwhelming evidence, can be lost at the drop of a hat in a crisis.  

AUD RRP: $31.99 
ISBN13: 9781780667607 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: TRADE 
INTERNATIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 224 
Size: 216 X 135 
Illustrations: B&W 
THROUGHOUT 

Population Health Management SPRINGER PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

Hewitt Anne 
Population Health Management: Strategies, Tools, Applications, and 
Outcomes uniquely combines perspectives and concepts from 
community, public, and global health and aligns them with the essentials 
of health management. Written by leading experts in academia and 
industry, this text emphasizes the integration of management skills 
necessary to deliver quality care while producing successful outcomes 
sensitive to the needs of diverse populations. Designed to be both 
student-friendly and comprehensive, this text utilizes various models, 
frameworks, case examples, chapter podcasts, and more to illustrate 
foundational knowledge and impart the skills necessary for health care 
managers to succeed throughout the health care sector.  

AUD RRP: $141.00 
ISBN13: 9780826144263 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 400 
Size: 254 X 178 
Illustrations: B&W 
THROUGHOUT 

Operations Management in Healthcare SPRINGER PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

Karuppan Corinne M.  
This thoroughly revised and updated second edition of Operations 
Management in Healthcare: Strategy and Practice describes how 
healthcare organizations can cultivate a competitive lead by developing 
superior operations using a strategic perspective. In clearly 
demonstrating the "how-tos" of effectively managing a healthcare 
organization, this new edition also addresses the "why" of providing 
quality and value-based care. Comprehensive and practice-oriented, 
chapters illustrate how to excel in the four competitive priorities -  
quality, cost, delivery, and flexibility - to build a cumulative model of 
healthcare operations in which all concepts and tools fit together. This 
textbook encourages a hands-on approach and integrates mind maps to 
connect concepts, icons for quick reference, dashboards for 
measurement and tracking of progress, and newly updated end-of-
chapter problems and assignments to reinforce creative and critical 
thinking. Written with the diverse learning needs in mind for programs in 
health administration, public health, business administration, public 
administration, and nursing, the textbook equips students with essential 
high-level problem-solving and process improvement skills.  

AUD RRP: $196.00 
ISBN13: 9780826147714 
Due Date: February 2022 
Discount: ACAD & 
PROFESSIONAL 
Format: Paperback 
Pages: 550 
Size: 254 X 203 
Illustrations: B&W 
THROUGHOUT 
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Menopause 

By Czerwiec MK 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 

Hot flashes. Vaginal atrophy. Social stigma. The comics in 
this unapologetic anthology prove that when it comes to 
menopause and its attendant symptoms, no one needs to 
sweat it alone. Featuring works by comics luminaries such as 
Lynda Barry, Joyce Farmer, Ellen Forney, and Carol Tyler, 
Menopause is the perfect antidote to the simplistic. 

AUD RRP: $58.99 ISBN-13: 9781637790106 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Hardback Size: 254 X 203 

Pages: 144 

Ayurveda in Yoga 
Teaching 

By Dervish Tarik 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

Tarik Dervish guides yoga teachers through integrating 
Ayurvedic principles and practices in their teaching and 
gives an authentic historical context for Ayurveda 
within a yoga practice. Chapters include creating a 
course or lesson plan from an Ayurvedic perspective, 
adapting sequences and classes to the seasons. 

AUD RRP: $41.99 ISBN-13: 9781787755956 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 288 

Transforming Ethnic 
and Race-Based 
Traumatic Stress with 
Yoga 

By Parker Gail 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

This is a follow-up workbook to Gail Parker's Restorative 
Yoga for Ethnic and Race-Based Stress and Trauma, for 
readers who want to delve deeper into restorative practice 
as a means of combatting the harmful effects of ethnic and 
race-based stress and trauma. It also incorporates the 
effects of the COVID pandemic. 

AUD RRP: $41.99 ISBN-13: 9781787757530 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 246 X 173 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 160 

Treating Acne and 
Rosacea with 
Chinese Herbal 
Medicine 

By Schmitz Sabine 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

This practical, fully illustrated handbook is the second in 
our series on dermatological diseases and their 
treatment with Chinese herbal medicine by Sabine 
Schmitz. Examines the cause and treatment of acne 
from a Chinese medicine perspective and provides 
advice for practitioners on the treatment of acne in 
their daily practice. 

AUD RRP: $72.99 ISBN-13: 9781787752276 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: Colour Section(S) Pages: 256 
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The AEPS®-3 Complete Kit includes: 

AEPS®-3 User’s Guide 
AEPS®-3 Assessment 
AEPS®-3 Beginning Curriculum 
AEPS®-3 Growing Curriculum 
AEPS®-3 Ready Curriculum 
2 5-packs of AEPS®-3 Child Observation Data Form (CODF) 
1 10-pack of AEPS®-3 Family Report 
1 10-pack of AEPS®-3 Ready-Set 
AEPS®-3 Quick Reference Guides 
AEPS®-3 Forms USB 

You can find more information about each individual 
components of the AEPS-3 Kit in the  
Allied Health Section of the catalogue. 

Assessment, Evaluation, & Programming 
System (AEPS®-3) Complete Kit 3/e
for Infants and Children 

By Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne and Jennifer Grisham 

Streamlined and enhanced with user-requested updates, 
the new AEPS®-3 gives your early childhood program the 
most accurate, useful child data and a proven way to turn 
data into action across everything you do, from goal 
setting to teaching to progress monitoring.  

Use this highly effective and efficient linked system to 
assess, develop goals, implement instruction, and monitor 
progress of every child you work with, from the first 
months of life through kindergarten. 

AEPS-3 HELPS YOU: 
* Collect essential assessment data and use it across your
key tasks: OSEP reporting, determining eligibility, building
IFSPs and IEPs, planning teaching and intervention,
monitoring progress, and sharing results with families.
* Track and support emerging skills, where real growth and 
development happens. 
* Link assessment data to a tiered curriculum for designing
teaching and intervention strategies that get results.
* Pick up small increments of progress—important when
demonstrating growth for children with disabilities.
* Actively involve families, with handouts to support
communication and family engagement, forms to collect
information about child skills, and reports to share results
and progress.
* Strengthen school readiness for every young child by
checking and supporting core skills across all areas of child
development, including pre-academic and social-emotional 
skills.

There’s never been a more effective or efficient system for 
assessing, tracking, and nurturing the development of 
every child you work with, from the first months of life 
through kindergarten. 

AUD RRP: $975.00 ISBN-13: 9781681255187 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Kit Pages: 1644 
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Essentials of 
Practice-Based 
Coaching 

By Snyder Patricia 
BROOKES PUBLISHING 
CO 

Widely adopted across the U.S. and around the world, 
Practice-Based Coaching (PBC) is a research-based 
coaching framework for supporting early childhood 
practitioners use of evidence-informed teaching practices.  
This book is the first to offer a comprehensive 
introduction to this popular coaching approach and 
practical guidance on how to implement it with fidelity. 

AUD RRP: $75.99 ISBN-13: 9781681253817 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 279 X 216 

Pages: 320 

Preschool Sing & 
Sign 

By Watson Anne Meeker  
BROOKES PUBLISHING 
CO 

Research shows that teaching sign language to all young 
children has a wide range of benefits, including social-
emotional and preliteracy skills to supporting positive 
parent-child relationships. Early childhood professionals 
will have a fun, easy, and highly effective way to teach 
and practice key ASL sign vocabulary through music and 
play during everyday classroom routines. 

AUD RRP: $66.99 ISBN-13: 9781681254975 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 279 X 216 

Pages: 208 

Design-Based 
Research in Education 

By Philippakos Zoi A.  
GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS 

Effective research in educational settings requires 
collaboration between researchers and school-based 
practitioners to codesign instruction and assessment, 
analyse findings to inform subsequent iterations, and 
make thoughtful revisions. This innovative reference and 
course text examines the theory and practice of DBR. 

AUD RRP: $72.99 ISBN-13: 9781462547371 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 254 X 178 

Pages: 316 

Sensory Solutions in 
the Classroom 

By Lamp Carmen 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

An essential read for teachers trying to understand 
sensory processing disorders to make their classrooms the 
ideal learning environment for SPD learners. Concise, with 
accessible scientific based information, loaded with 
activities and quizzes, even the busiest of teachers can 
learn about SPD with ease. 

AUD RRP: $40.99 ISBN-13: 9781785926976 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 224 
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A Head Full of 
Ethos 

By Di-Finizio Armando 
CROWN HOUSE 
PUBLISHING 

A head teacher's insightful and engaging account of how 
to go about developing a shared vision and threading it 
through the school's strategic direction and day-to-day 
operations. 

AUD RRP: $53.99 ISBN-13: 9781785835872 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 222 X 182 

Pages: 200 

The Beginner's 
Guide to 
Cooperative 
Learning 

By Werdelin Jakob 
CROWN HOUSE 
PUBLISHING 

A step-by-step guide on how to get simple, powerful 
cooperative learning up and running in your setting - both 
as classroom practice and as a wider approach to 
empower the entire school community. 

AUD RRP: $47.99 ISBN-13: 9781785835858 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 222 X 182 

Pages: 300 

Independent Thinking 
on Primary Teaching 

By Creasy Mark 
CROWN HOUSE PUBLISHING

Paints a vivid picture of life in a primary school classroom. 
In Independent Thinking on Primary Teaching, Mark 
encourages teachers to stop and consider the things they 
do daily in the classroom and presents a series of 
prompts, nudges and suggestions to help them achieve 
the same (or even better) results by working smarter, not 
harder. 

AUD RRP: $28.99 ISBN-13: 9781781354001 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 198 X 126 

Pages: 200 

The 21st Century 
School Library 

By Tahmaseb Ryan 
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL 

This book takes an in-depth look at the paradigm-shifting 
work that school libraries are doing to advance student 
learning, professional development, and school-wide 
engagement. It explains how library-led, forward-thinking 
initiatives can guide all educators - teachers and 
administrators alike - toward transformative educational 
practices. 

AUD RRP: $31.99 ISBN-13: 9781913622824 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 

Pages: 200 
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The Digital Ecosystem 

By Wraithmell Philippa 
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL 

The Digital Ecosystem will take you on a journey to 
develop your own sustainable digital strategy - one that is 
right for your school and yours alone, acknowledging that 
every school is different, just like every child. Covering all 
elements to blend your school's core values and ethos 
with the reality of today's digital world, the book will take 
you through building digital safeguards.  

AUD RRP: $31.99 ISBN-13: 9781913622855 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 

Pages: 200 

The Teaching Life 

By Jones Kate 
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL 

Education doesn't stand still, so being a good teacher 
means being in a constant state of evolution. How do we 
achieve this? Covering the latest developments in 
professional learning, Kate Jones and Robin Macpherson 
explore the massive changes that the global pandemic 
has brought, seeing it as a paradigm shift with manifest 
opportunities. 

AUD RRP: $31.99 ISBN-13: 9781913622893 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 

Pages: 350 

Teaching Secondary 
Science:  
A Complete Guide 

By Boxer Adam 
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL 

In Teaching Secondary Science, Adam Boxer breaks down 
the complex art of teaching science into its component 
parts, providing a concrete and comprehensive set of 
evidence-informed steps to nurturing brilliant science 
students. Adam hopes that you find this book interesting, 
but his main aim is for you to find it useful. 

AUD RRP: $34.99 ISBN-13: 9781913622787 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 

Pages: 360 

The Juggling Act 

By Salt Professor Toby 
JOHN CATT EDUCATIONAL 

Professor Toby Salt has worked in some of the hardest, 
most stress-inducing jobs in the wider education space, as 
well as juggling a large family. The Juggling Act gives 
leaders in education and the wider public sector clear 
advice about how to manage the constant juggling act of 
professional and personal life. 

AUD RRP: $31.99 ISBN-13: 9781913622848 
Due Date: February 2022 Discount: Acad & Professional 
Format: Paperback Size: 210 X 148 

Pages: 160 
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Cultivating Emotional 
Intelligence 

By Hylen Michael G., Ph.D 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

One of the most influential variables in human 
development is social relationships. Cultivating Emotional 
Intelligence: The 5 Habits of the Emotion Coach centres 
on how educators may build and use positive 
relationships with their students to help them grow in 
emotional intelligence.  

AUD RRP: $70.99 ISBN-13: 9781475863017 
Due Date: 29/10/2021 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 130 

Teaching Social 
Studies to 
Multilingual Learners 
in High School 

By Newman Mark 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Teaching Social Studies to Multilingual Learners in High 
School: Connecting Inquiry and Visual Literacy to Promote 
Progressive Learning explores effective strategies for 
teaching studies to diverse learners. The centrepiece is a 
visual literacy framework that integrates inquiry, primary 
source analysis. 

AUD RRP: $79.99 ISBN-13: 9781475858396 
Due Date: 15/11/2021 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 160 

Teaching Social 
Studies to 
Multilingual Learners 
in Middle School 

By Chen Xiaoning 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
PUBLISHERS 

Teaching Social Studies to Multilingual Learners in Middle 
School explores strategies for teaching social studies to 
learners from culturally and linguistically diverse 
backgrounds. The book centres on a framework that 
integrates inquiry, primary source analysis, and visual 
literacy to provide a progressive learning sequence for 
students. 

AUD RRP: $79.99 ISBN-13: 9781475858426 
Due Date: 08/11/2021 Discount: Trade International 
Format: Paperback Size: 229 X 152 
Illustration: B&W Throughout Pages: 144 
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ISBN13 AUTHOR TITLE PUB 
AU$ 
RRP 

DISC 
CODE 

QTY 

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL TITLES 
9781848224490 Talvacchia Bette The Two Michelangelos LUN 116.00 E 
9781848223967 Karakusevic Paul Public Housing Works LUN 116.00 E 
9781913491871 Scott James The Women who Shaped Modern Art in Britain UNI 55.99 E 
9781943872862 Boehm Anne Murach's HTML and CSS 5/e MUR 266.00 F 
9780271088112 Saab A. Joan Objects of Vision PSU 56.99 F 
9789187815829 Sund Sofie Mellow NHP 56.99 E 
9780252086168 Marovich Robert Peace Be Still UIP 37.99 F 
9781538139103 Remy Steven P. Adolf Hitler ROW 102.00 F 
9780271092171 Pernot Laurent The Subtle Subtext PSU 62.99 F 
9780271092126 Goldstein David B. Culinary Shakespeare PSU 66.99 F 
9780271091730 Podwal Mark A Jewish Bestiary PSU 28.99 F 
9781421442365 Morrison Dane A. Eastward of Good Hope JHU 105.00 F 
9781479811366 Farber David The War on Drugs NYP 56.99 F 
9780271091761 Stuckey Mary E. Deplorable PSU 62.99 F 
9781538101186 Depkat Volker American Exceptionalism ROW 78.99 E 
9780252086106 Hernandez Sonia For a Just and Better World UIP 53.99 F 
9781538150313 Dieckmann Christoph How Did It Happen? ROW 61.99 E 
9780252086151 Forde Kathy Roberts Journalism and Jim Crow UIP 47.99 F 
9780271091648 Earenfight Theresa Catherine of Aragon PSU 66.99 F 
9781538158777 Sotiropoulos George A Materialist Theory of Justice ROW 72.99 E 
9781943876242 Maraka Haya A Lady Knows N27 73.99 F 
9781479811922 Draper Nora A. The Identity Trade NYP 43.99 F 
9781479809660 Hlavka Heather R. Bodies in Evidence NYP 56.99 F 
9781479843152 Russell-Brown Katheryn The Color of Crime, Third Edition NYP 55.99 F 
9781479808151 The Keywords Feminist Editorial Collection Keywords for Gender and Sexuality Studies NYP 53.99 F 
9781421442198 Hermanowicz Joseph C. Challenges to Academic Freedom JHU 75.99 F 
9781421442594 Rothfels Nigel Elephant Trails JHU 75.99 F 
9781642831900 Munson Richard Tech to Table ISL 54.99 E 

ALLIED HEALTH TITLES 
9781433836596 Russell Mark C. Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Therapy PY1 73.99 F 
9780826135858 Cavaiola Alan A Addiction Counseling SGR 141.00 F 
9781433836633 Timulak Ladislav Transdiagnostic Emotion-Focused Therapy PY1 106.00 F 
9781615373246 Busch Fredric N. Problem-Focused Psychodynamic Psychotherapy PCA 99.99 F 
9781787759299 Guest Jennifer Even More CBT Art Activities JKP 65.99 E 
9781787754188 Mallon Sharon Preventing and Responding to Student Suicide JKP 95.99 E 
9781433836565 Doherty William J. The Ethical Lives of Clients PY1 84.99 F 
9781913494421 Piatakhina-Gire Anastasia Unlocked CON 36.99 F 
9781615373291 Muskin Philip R. Study Guide to Psychiatry PCA 138.00 F 
9781615371389 Jibson Michael D.,  MD The Psychiatric Hospitalist PCA 125.00 F 
9781913494100 Mucci Clara Resilience and Survival CON 25.99 F 
9781433836299 Morgenstern Aliyah Gesture in Language PY1 169.00 F 
9781913494445 Wellings Nigel Present with Suffering CON 27.99 F 
9781433833939 Altmaier Elizabeth M. Leaving Darkness Behind PY1 37.99 F 
9781839973376 Gumbrell David The Amazing A-Z of Resilience JKP 34.99 E 
9781433836978 Toner Jacqueline B. What to Do When the News Scares You PY2 29.99 E 
9781433832789 Genhart Michael They're So Flamboyant PY2 25.99 E 
9781433836794 Lasser Jon What Boys Do PY2 29.99 E 
9781433836848 Yolen Jane When Nana Dances PY2 29.99 E 
9781433830471 Pitman Gayle E. Evelyn Hooker and the Fairy Project PY2 29.99 E 
9781787754249 Devine Adele A Parent's Guide to Autism Diagnosis JKP 35.99 E 
9781462546855 Barkley Russell A. Taking Charge of Adult ADHD 2/e GUI 41.99 E 
9781787757578 Moss Haley The Young Autistic Adult's Independence Handbook JKP 35.99 E 
9781787759374 Reynolds Kate E. What Is Sex? JKP 28.99 E 
9781787754751 Sandman-Hurley Kelli The Adult Side of Dyslexia JKP 35.99 E 
9781787756779 Fricker Eliza The Family Experience of PDA JKP 31.99 E 
9781433837395 Sanders Rob Stitch by Stitch PY2 30.99 E 
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9781787756182 Barker Meg-John How to Understand Your Sexuality JKP 35.99 E 
9781681255002 Shelden M'Lisa L. The Early Intervention Teaming Handbook BRK 87.99 F 
9781681254463 Cook Ruth E. The Art and Practice of Home Visiting BRK 85.99 F 
9781681254661 Olswang Lesley B. Building Preverbal Communication & Engagement BRK 94.99 F 
9781681255118 Bernthal John E. Speech Sound Disorders in Children BRK 171.00 F 
9781681255187 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 

Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy
Assessment, Evaulation, & Programming System (AEPS®-3) 
Complete Kit 3/e 

BRK 975.00 F 

9781681255194 Bricker Diane AEPS®-3 User's Guide (Volume 1) BRK 94.99 F 
9781681255200 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 

Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy
AEPS (R)-3 Assessment (Volume 2) BRK 190.00 F 

9781681255217 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 
Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy

AEPS®-3 Curriculum-Beginning (Volume 3) BRK 94.99 F 

9781681255224 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 
Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy

AEPS®-3 Curriculum-Growing (Volume 4) BRK 94.99 F 

9781681255231 Grisham Jennifer AEPS®-3 Curriculum-Ready (Volume 5) BRK 94.99 F 
9781681255279 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 

Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy
AEPS®-3 Child Observation Data Form BRK 59.99 F 

9781681255286 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 
Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy

AEPS®-3 Family Reports BRK 59.99 F 

9781681255248 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 
Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy

AEPS®-3 Forms USB BRK 585.00 F 

9781681255309 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 
Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy

AEPS®-3 Quick Reference Guide BRK 58.99 F 

9781681255293 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 
Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy

AEPS®-3 Ready Set BRK 59.99 F 

9781433836305 Blumberg Daniel The POWER Manual PY1 37.99 F 
9780826172754 Sorkin Craig Field Guide to Telehealth and Telemedicine for Nurse Practitioners SGR 78.99 F 
9781433836251 Banyard Victoria Strengths-Based Prevention PY1 106.00 F 
9780826146922 Seltzer Beth 101+ Careers in Public Health SGR 70.99 F 
9781780667607 Brown Amy Covid Babies PIN 31.99 E 
9780826144263 Hewitt Anne Population Health Management SGR 141.00 F 
9780826147714 Karuppan, Corinne M. Operations Management in Healthcare SGR 196.00 F 
9781637790106 Czerwiec MK Menopause PSU 58.99 F 
9781787755956 Dervish Tarik Ayurveda in Yoga Teaching JKP 41.99 F 
9781787757530 Parker Gail Transforming Ethnic and Race-Based Traumatic Stress with Yoga JKP 41.99 F 
9781787752276 Schmitz Sabine Treating Acne and Rosacea with Chinese Herbal Medicine JKP 72.99 F 

EDUCATIONAL TITLES 
9781681255187 Diane Bricker, Carmen Dionne, Jennifer 

Grisham, JoAnn Johnson & Marisa Macy
Assessment, Evaulation, & Programming System (AEPS®-3) 
Complete Kit 3/e 

BRK 975.00 F 

9781681253817 Snyder Patricia Essentials of Practice-Based Coaching BRK 75.99 F 
9781681254975 Watson Anne Meeker Preschool Sing & Sign BRK 66.99 F 
9781462547371 Philippakos, Zoi A. Design-Based Research in Education GUI 72.99 F 
9781785926976 Lamp Carmen Sensory Solutions in the Classroom JKP 40.99 E 
9781785835872 Di-Finizio Armando A Head Full of Ethos CRO 53.99 E 
9781785835858 Werdelin Jakob The Beginner's Guide to Cooperative Learning CRO 47.99 E 
9781781354001 Creasy Mark Independent Thinking on Primary Teaching CRO 28.99 E 
9781913622824 Tahmaseb Ryan The 21st Century School Library JCE 31.99 F 
9781913622855 Wraithmell Philippa The Digital Ecosystem JCE 31.99 F 
9781913622893 Jones Kate The Teaching Life JCE 31.99 F 
9781913622787 Boxer Adam Teaching Secondary Science: A Complete Guide JCE 34.99 F 
9781913622848 Salt Professor Toby The Juggling Act JCE 31.99 F 
9781475863017 Hylen Michael G., Ph.D Cultivating Emotional Intelligence ROW 70.99 E 
9781475858396 Newman Mark Teaching Social Studies to Multilingual Learners in High School ROW 79.99 E 
9781475858426 Chen Xiaoning Teaching Social Studies to Multilingual Learners in Middle School ROW 79.99 E 

Account Number:________________ 
Account Name:__________________ 
Order Number:__________________ 

Woodslane Pty Ltd 
10 Apollo Street Warriewood NSW 2102 Australia 
PO Box 935 Mona Vale NSW 2103 
PH: (02) 8445 2300 FX: (02) 9997 5850 
www.woodslane.com.au/info@woodslane.com.au 

RRP=Recommended Retail Price including GST 
Price and Availability are subject to change without notice 
A=Trade Australia, E=Trade International, 
B=Text, F=ACAD&Professional, J&L=Very Short Discount 
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